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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the extended domain of the convolution operator with an almost periodic 
function on a locally compact group coincides with the proper domain of the operator. Examples 
are given of integral operators with the proper domain L’ and with the extended domain 
containing functions of arbitrary growth. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with integral operators defined formally by means of the 
formula 
(1.1) KfoE)= s KGYMYVY, XEX, 
Y 
where (X, dx), (Y, dy) are measure spaces, a-finite, unless otherwise indicated 
and the kernel k of K is a measurable function on Xx Y. 
All subsets of X, Y, . . . occurring in considerations are assumed to be 
measurable, XE is used to denote the characteristic function of a set E. Lo(X) 
denotes the vector space (of equivalence classes) of functions on X which are 
complex valued, measurable and finite almost everywhere; the topology on 
Lo(X) is that of convergence in measure on all subsets of X of finite measure. 
The above topology is metrizable and can be defined by means of any of the 
pseudonorms (translation invariant metrics) 
(1.2) ex(u)=ex,gW= 1 lwl(l+ l4x)l)-'dwx 
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where g> 0 a.e. and Ix g(x)dx = 1. Formula (1.1) defines a linear operator 
from Lo(Y) to Lo(X) with the domain given by 
(1.3) DK={ueLo(Y); (K( lul(x)= !, (k(x,y)J luQldy<=~ for a.e. xEX). 
DK is also referred to as the proper domain of K. 
A discussion and proofs of most of the facts listed below can be found in [ 11. 
Recall that a set ScL'(Y) is solid provided that the conditions UES, 
OEL’(Y), loQl<lu(~)l a.e. imply that OES. 
A topological vector subspace (or a subgroup) of Lo(Y) is solid if its 
topology can be defined by a base of solid neighborhoods of the origin. 
The proper domain DK of K is a solid metrizable complete vector subspace 
of L’(Y); the natural topology of DK is given by any of the pseudonorms 
(1.4) e~(u)=e~W+ex(lKI Id), UEDK 
where ey, ex are as in (1.2). The operator K:DKdLO(X) is continuous. 
We next recall the definition of the extended domain of an integral operator. 
For any u EL’(Y) define 
(1.5) &(d=SUP (QxWU); ~EDK, lN~)l~ )&9l a.e.> 
and 
(1.6) @K(U)=@y(@+dK@h 
Then &jK is a pseudonorm on Lo and with this pseudonorm Lo is a complete 
solid group. Different choices of ey and of ex give rise to equivalent pseudo- 
norms &; Lo with the topology defined by ,& we denote by ,?o. 
The extended domain & of K is defined to be the closure of the proper 
domain DK in p. It has the following properties. 
(1.6 i) & is a complete solid vector subspace of Lo(Y). 
(1.6 ii) K can be extended to a (unique) continuous linear operator 
&&-d’(X). 
(1.6 iii) (maximality property) if V is a topological solid vector subspace of 
Lo(Y) such that DKfl V is dense in V and such that the operator K: VnDKC 
C V+L’(X) is continuous then Y is continuously contained in &. Clearly 
then the continuous extension of K to V is given by RJY. 
We list some known facts pertaining to the extended domains. 
(1.7) If all the values of the kernel k(x,y) lie in a sector in C with opening 
not larger than a/2 then Dx=DK. 
(1.8) If f EL?K and if f, E DK is a sequence of functions with pairwise 
disjoint supports such that If,1 I If a.e. for all S (i.e. fstzDK are disjoint and 
order bounded in &) then 1 IKfs(x)(2<a, for a.e. x. 
(1.9) A function fe L”( Y) is in & if and only if f is of absolutely (or 
order) continuous pseudonorm aK, i.e. ,QKoIE,f)S+oo+O for every decreasing 
sequence {ES} of subsets of Y with the intersection nS Es of measure 0, 
(see [71). 
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(1 .lO) Let Y be a locally compact abelian group, let X be the group of 
characters of Y and let k(x,y) =xcy) where x(y) denotes the value of x at y. 
With dy denoting the Haar measure on Y the operator K is then the Fourier 
transform. Obviously &=L’(Y) but the extended domain of K is the 
amalgam space r2(L1), (see [2], [3], [6]). 
The following problems seem to be open. 
(1.11) For a general kernel k are the spaces DK and & locally convex? 
(1.12) For a general kernel k does the condition in (1.8) characterize the 
extended domain (i.e. is it sufficient for f to belong to a,)? 
Concerning (1 .l l), the following remarks indicate that proper domains of 
integral operators can not be too far from being locally convex. 
If Y is non-atomic and if for some p E [0, 1) and for some kernel k we have 
Lp(Y)CDK then k=O. For p=O this is theorem 5.1 in [l], for p~(O,l) the 
proof is the same. This was also noticed in [5]. 
If X= Y is a locally compact abelian group with the Haar measure dy and 
if K is an operator of convolution with a function k#O (i.e. 
Kf(x)= Sk(x-yxfcv)dy) then D&L:,,. 
If k is continuous on an open set then the same is true about & (see section 2). 
In all concrete examples (of which there are rather few) where the extended 
domain is known the answer to (1.12) is affirmative. 
The content of this paper is to some extent motivated by questions (1.11) and 
(1.12). 
In addition to the result mentioned above we prove in section 2 that for 
operators of convolution with almost periodic kernels the proper and the 
extended domains coincide. This need not be true for kernels with rapidly 
oscillating kernels - in section 3 we give some examples to this effect. It turns 
out that extended domains of operators with kernels of absolute value one (thus 
with proper domain L’) may contain functions of arbitrary growth. This 
seems to point out the question of describing the relation between some 
measure of the rate of oscillations of the kernel and the growth of functions 
in the extended domain of the corresponding operator. 
2. OPERATORS OF CONVOLUTION 
In this section, unless stated to the contrary, Y is a locally compact abelian 
group with the Haar measure dy and k is a measurable function on Y. The 
operator K= k* is defined by 
(2.1) Kfx)=k*f(x)= j k(x-ym)dy, XE Y, fEDK. 
Y 
The following proposition is obvious 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For every aE Y we have 
- - 
@K=D(T,,~)~=DK, @K=D(~,~)*=DK, 
with r,f(x) =f(x+ a). Also f E Dk+ if and only if k E Of.. 
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It is known that for Y= IR and k(y)=(l/y) we have Dk,= (0) (see 111). 
The following theorem puts this remark in a proper framework. 
THEOREM 2.1. IfDk,#{O} then kEL,&. If k#O then Dk,cL&. 
PROOF. By proposition 2.1, the two statements are equivalent and we prove 
the second one. If f E Dkr then g(x) = j (k(x-yXfCv)ldy is finite a.e. Let EC Y, 
0~ JE( < 00, and let h >O, h E L” be such that 5, g(x)h(x)dx< ao; without loss 
of generality it can be assumed that k E L1 (lkl I Ik’J implies DkrtC Dkt) also E 
can be so chosen that k+O on E. Then I, jk(x-y))h(x) dx=r(y) is continuous, 
r(O)fO and bt.WtW~< 00. It follows that f is in L’ on some neighborhood 
of the origin and by Proposition 2. I. this implies that f is in L,&. 
REMARK 1. One would have an affirmative answer to question (1.12) for the 
domain of k* provided one could construct a locally convex space Vc L”( Y) 
such that kJ&,cV. It can be shown by means of an example that the 
plausible choice V=L/,, does not work. 
REMARK 2. If Y is compact then Dkt#O implies that k E L’( Y) and k+O 
implies that Dk,cL’(Y) (and hence Dkr= L’). 
REMARK 3. If k is continuous then by Theorem 9.3 in [l] &c(DkJloc and 
it follows that in this case &CL&. It is easy to see that the inclusion is also 
true if k is continuous on an open set. It is not known if the inclusion remains 
valid without some hypothesis on k other than k+O. 
REMARK 4. Let Y = R + = {y E IR; y > 0} , let g be continuous on IT?, and let 
k(x,y)=g(x-y) for x>y and k(x,y)=O for xcy. Then &=DK=L/Oc. 
The remark follows from the observation that Kf(x) = @*f)l y where g is the 
extension of g by 0 to iR and Iy denotes the restriction to Y. 
It would be of some interest to be able to relax the condition of continuity 
of g in the remark. 
The next Theorem is related to proposition (1.7). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let k be continuous and almost periodic, k+O. Then 
Dk,=&=L? 
PROOF. The hypothesis on k means that the set of translates {s,k},, y is 
totally bounded in the LO-norm. Using proposition 2.1 we can assume that 
k(0) #O. Let 0< e<$jk(O)l and let U be a symmetric relatively compact 
neighborhood of the origin such that /k(x) - k(O)/ <E for all XE U+ U. Let 
{r,k; a=al, . . . . aN} be an e-net in {r,k},, r and suppose that bl, . . . , b, E Y be 
such that the sets bj+ U,j= 1, . . . . n are pairwise disjoint. Choose 4 E { 1, . . . , N} 
so that I~r,,k-r~,k~lm<e. If feDk* then the function g(x)= j(k(x-y)J (f(y)(dy 
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is finite a.e. and for XE a,+ U we can write 
2 ,C, L [Jk(x-Y-~l)l-I~(x-Y-~,)-~(x-Y-~j)llf(u+~j)~Y 
/ 
2(lk(o)l -2&) ,IC, if(y+bjWY* 
I 
It follows that 
,C, ~fLv+bj)dy~(lk(0)1-2&)1’ inf {g(x); XEa,+U) 
I 
and 
jil Q lfi+bj)ldYs ,E, <IW>l-2&)-’ inf {g(X); XE~I+ u>. 
This proves that f~ f’(L’(Y)) and the latter space coincides with L’(Y) 
(see PI). 
Suppose now that f E& and that f $ L’. One can use then Theorem 24.30 
in [4] to find a symmetric relatively compact neighborhood of the origin, V, and 
a sequence {bj} in Y such that the sets {bj + V} are pairwise disjoint and that 
We may assume that f is non negative and that V is contained in the 
neighborhood U chosen in the first part of the proof of which we retain the 
notations. We write 
i li= ,i, ,;, 4 
j=l I 
to conclude that for some I E { 1, . . ..N} 
hence we can assume that for some 1 and for all j we have 4 = 1. 
Choose j,, j,, . . . in such a way that the functions 
jr+,- 1 
fr= C Xbj+vfIY+bj) 
i =i, 
satisfy the condition j f,dy 11. We can assume that frc L1 for all r. For any 
XE(I/+ U we get similarly as in the first part of the proof 
jr+!-1 
U&l= C S IW-Y-bj)lfcy+bj)dY 
j=j, V 
i,+l- 1 
~(lk(O)l-2&) 1 j fcy+bj)dYZlk(O)]-2E. 
j=j, V 
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On the other hand by proposition (1.8) we should have C,“=, IKf,(x)/‘< 00 a.e. 
which is a contradiction and the proof is complete. 
REMARK. In the above argument it suffices to assume that for some neigh- 
borhood U of the origin the set {T&),,~ r is totally bounded in L”(U) - a 
condition weaker than that k is almost periodic. 
The following proposition is one of many possible variants of Theorem 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let g be almost periodic and continuous on IR, g+O, and 
let k(y) =g(lyJ), YE If?‘. Then Dk.=&= L1(lRP). 
The following lemma is needed in the proof 
LEMMA. Let 0<6<+ and let S=U,:, {~EIRP; ai<Jy(sai+6} where the 
numbers aj satisfy j< ajlj + 1 - 6. Then a finite number of translates of S 
cover lRp. 
The proof of the lemma is omitted. 
PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. Choose numbers r,, 10, E > 0, L > 0 and 6 > 0 in 
such a way that g(re) ~0, that ES +]g(re)l, that every interval of length at least 
L contains an e-period of g and that Ir - rOJ < 6 implies (g(r) - g(re)l <E. We can 
assume that L z r. + 6. 
Forj=1,2,... choose aj E [2jL, (2j + l)L] so that Ig(aj + r)l < E for all r. Then 
for r E [aj + rc, aj + rc + 61 we have 
I~(~)l~lg(~o)l-l~(~o)-g(~-~j)l- Ig(~-aj)-g(~)l~Ig(~o)l--2&. 
For MEL& we can write with 




the left hand side being finite a.e. 
For 1x1 I&I and for YES’ we have g(Jx-yJ)? Ig(ro)J -2~ and it follows that 
f~ L’(S) where S= U,T~ Sj. The lemma and Proposition 2.1 imply that 
fE L’(P). 
Suppose now that f cLjkt, fi0 and let E E (0, 2-3’2g(ro)). Then for 1x1 I+S 
and for y E S the values of g(lx-yl) lie in a sector with opening at most +n and 
with the bisector { tg(ro); t E IR + } . If S’ denotes any finite union of sets Sj then 
1 ~,gMWWdy( = 1 5 lg(~o)l-‘g~g(lx-ul~)du~~2-+&,) j X)dy, S’ S' 
and as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, it follows thatfl,ELl(S). This, as already 
mentioned implies that f E L’(ll?-‘). 




In this section we describe the space I& for several concrete kernels k; in 
some of these examples the arguments depend on the known result for the 
Fourier transform (proposition (1.10)) and on the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X, Y, XI, Y, be measure spaces and let (p: X+X,, 
v/ : Y+ Y, be measure space isomorphisms. Suppose that g> 0 a.e. on Y be 
such that 
i, fLv,)dv, = i f(wQl&Wu 
for all f in L’( Y,). Let k be a kernel on X, x Y, and denote 
k,(w,)=M&),y,), Mx~,~)=4x,,W9h Mw)=W(x),ccY)). 
Then 
DK, = DK, DK, = L&, gDK2 = gDK, = DKO v/, and gLjK2 = g&, =&o t,v. 
Let aEL”(X1), /YELO a#0 a.e., /?#O a.e. and let 
k4(xI,Y1)=a(X)k(x1,YllrSCYl). 
Then 
The proof is obvious. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Y = iR and let k(y) = eti. Then Dk* = & = L’. 
This follows from the last part of Proposition 3.1 and from (1.7). It also 
follows from Theorem 2.2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Y = lRp and let k(y) = e’b’l”, 01 a5 1. Then Dkr =&, = L’. 
For a = 0 and for a= I this follows from (1.7) and respectively from 
Proposition 2.2. It is trivial that Dk, = L’ for all a. Suppose now that a E (41). 
For j= 1,2, . . . consider the sets 
Ij=cyE IRP; lyl ECja+&ya+&, (o’+ 1)x-&)““-&)} 
and 
where E < Sn is so chosen that 4 are pairwise disjoint l,! are pairwise disjoint 
and 4 together with 1; form a cover of the set (u; IyI r(+n + E)“~+ E}. It is 
easily checked that for as 1 such choice of E is possible. Suppose now that 
f is nonnegative, that YE& but that f $ L’. Then either f $L’(U$) or 
feL’(UIj’) - e w can assume that the first case prevails. Choose a sequence j, 
such that with 
L-1 
J,= U I’we have SfdyZl. 
j=j JS 
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We use now proposition (1.8) to conclude that 
L-1 
with f, = C ( - l)‘qf 
j-js 
is finite for a.e. x. However, for 1x1 <E and for y~h we have jrr+ ES Ix-yl”l 
I (j+ 1)n - E which implies that ( - l)j Im k(x- y) L sin E and 
I J I W-AKWYI = sin E j f(y)&. I 
This contradiction shows that &CL'. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let k(y)=eilY1*, YE lRp. Then Dk*=L’ and 6,,=l’(L’). 
The first part is obvious and the second part follows from the formula 
&y-y) =&12e- 2iu~Yei~Y12, from the last part of Proposition 3.1 and from 
Proposition (1.10). 
We do not know what is & for k(y) = e’l”l” where a> 1, a #2. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let EC IR be a finite, possibly empty set and let f l L&(lR\E). 
Then there exists a kernel k(x,y) with Jk(x,y)l = 1 for all x,y~ If? and such that 
f E&. 
We consider the case when E =0, the reasoning for E#0 is quite similar. If 
f E L’ the result is trivial; consider the case when f $ L’. We can assume that 
f 10 and that fcv) = 0 for all y< 0. We can find a sequence a, with a0 = 0 such 
that 
cl.+, 1 
It-is clear that a,, is increasing and that a “+ 03. Let w E C’ be strictly increasing 
function such that w(n) =a, and define k(x, y) = eetiVo’), ~10. We use 
Proposition 3.1. to conclude that u E& if and only if the function o(t) = 
=u(~-‘(t))(@(~/-i(t)))-’ for tr0 and u(t)=0 for t<O is in the extended 
domain of the Fourier transform, 12(L’), i.e. 
i (” j’ o(t)dt)2 = i (“i’ uQdy)‘-, 
n=o n n=O 0” 
and F clearly satisfies the latter condition. 
REMARKS. The last example shows that for k&y) =e-*“I the extended 
domain DK contains all functions which at 0 or at f 00 grow not faster than 
yS where IsI<(lml/2). This remark fails to account for the convergence of 
Fresnel integrals. The example illustrates the situation when DKCLlloc. With 
k(x, y) = exp (- ixe-IyI) we have DK containing all tempered functions. 
We mention briefly a curious family of Banach function spaces implicit in 
example 4. 
Let (a) = a,, be any sequence such that 0 = a0 < u1 < . . . a, + a0 and let 
ca 4 
Ilfll@)=( z, ‘J lfb29. n I 
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Denote by VCUj the (Banach) space of all functions in t/,(0,00)) with finite 
norm 1 ljCUj. Spaces V,, on (- 00, 00) can be defined similarly. 
We note the following properties of the spaces VCU). 
i) nV&=L’. 
ii) U Vta, = L,‘, . This is essentially the content of example 4. 
iii) For any two sequences (a), (b) as above the inclusion V(a) and Vu,) is 
equivalent to the condition sup {#{a,; b,<a,<b,+,}; s=O,1,2,...}<a~ 
where # denotes cardinality. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let k(x,y) =(l + Ix-y12)-a’2e-iX’J’ where X= Y= lRp and (II is a 
real number. Then f EDK if and only if (1 + ly12)-“‘fi) is in L’ and f e& if 
and only if (1+ ly12)-“‘2fcv) is in 12(L1). 
The first statement is trivial. To prove the second statement denote by Vthe 
space of all f such that (1 + ly12)-a’2f(y) is in i2(L1) and write 
llfllY=IIu f I. 12ra’2f(*)ll,2(L~)* 
Suppose that f e& and that f 10. Apply proposition (1.8) to the functions 
fi=xQjf where for a multiindex j= (jl, . . . . j,,) Qj denotes the cube j+x,< 
I&+ 1, s= 1, . . . . p, to conclude that Cj IKfi(x)l’< 00 a,e. It follows then by an 
easy calculation that f e V. 
To see that Vc& we check that VflD, is dense in V and that K: VflD,c 
C I/-Lo is continuous. The inclusion in question will then follow from (1.6iii). 
It is clear that functions in L1 with compact support are in Vn& and form 
a dense subset of I/. The desired continuity property of K follows from the 
following calculation. Write 
where Qb denotes the cube of side 2b centered at the origin, Q$ is its 
complement and a is an arbitrary fixed integer. Then K, f is easily seen to 
satisfy the estimate 
II&f b(QpConSt !f lb 
with a constant independent off. On the other hand, K2 can be estimated by 
means of the Taylor formula written in the form 
(1+ jx-y\2)-a’2= c (-x)” $ DS(l + Jyj2)-U’z+ 
/s/sr 
o dt’+l Cl- WC1 + Iy - tx12YRdt, 
where s=(sl ,..., SJ, D’=D? ,... D$, IsJ =sl +...+s,, s! =sl! . ..+.! and 
xS=x;~...xS~ P’ 
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KJ can accordingly be written as the sum K2f = Ki f + Kif where 
and A denotes the Fourier transform. 
Observe now that IP(l+ 1. J2)-a’2f.)Iral)~const lflv and that by (1.10) 
and by (1.6ii) Kj is continuous from V into Lo. 
To estimate Kzf we note that for XE Q, and for ye Q& we have 
(1 -P-‘n)lyj I Ix-u1 S(1 +p-‘“)Iy( 
and hence for XE Q, 
IK~zfcx>l rconst J (1 + ly12)-(a+r+1)/2fCy)dy~ 
P 
s const eE=* (l+ Ij12)-(r+r)n j, (1+ lu12ranny)~~~ 
and using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we get the estimate. 
IKizf(x)[ s const 1 f 1 y provided r+ 1> +p. 
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